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1.
I NATimE Aim AIM OP THE PROBLEM.
In reviewing the many experiments on memory v/hicli have been
conducted in psychological laboratories we are struck with one
general characteristic. The experimenters have chosen some one or
few phases and factors in the field of memory for investigation.
They have then produced in the laboratory by artificial means an
artificial process of memory in which this one factor or set of
factors was emphasized and all others ruled out as nearly as pos-
sible. The experiments by Bryan and Harter on the learning of the
telegraph language ^ Studies in the Physiology and Psychology of
the Telegraphic Language-Psych. Rev. 1897, pp 27, 1899, pp. 345J
If
and by Sv/ift on learning to manipulate the typev/riter
,( The Aqui-
sition of Skill in Typewriting- Psych. Bull.^l9o4, pp. 295-3o5j'
stand out as the only ones in literature so far which have been
carried on with the purpose of analyzing a complex memory process
as it is found in every day life.
In our present problem we have undertaken, not a determina-
tion of some factor or factors which we can say with assurance
form a part of the process of memory of the average man under the
average conditions, but we have endeavored to make a detailed
analysis of a complex memory process under the conditions in which
this process is actually found in daily life. For this complex
process we have chosen that of spelling. It is a process v/hich
every man who reads goes through and it is possible not only to
cause the subject to repeat" in the laboratory the entire procedure
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which he has always used on these occasions hut also to produce
the same conditions which he would meet in the school room or in
his study if he intended to learn hov/ to spell a virord.
In carrying out our prohlem we have had three very definite
aims in view. Pirst, the detailed analysis of the factors that
enter the process of learning. Our most effective means of getting
at this has been direct observation and interpretation of our ob-
jective results in the light of this direct observation, llhen this
analysis v/as completed we had a full knowledge of the elements and
factors which constitute the procedure of the subject v/hen he
learned to spell any v/ord. But in order to determine the function
of these factors v/e set out to discover the relative value of each
in the total learning process. We controlled the conditions in
such a manner that the subject v/as forced to rely first on one and
then on another factor, and again using the direct observations
of the subject as an aid to the interpretation of the objective
results we learned the relative importance of these factors. The
next step was to determine if by controlling these factors we
could so change the process as to cause the subject to use a bet-
ter method of memorizing, a method which would give him^ more
satisfactory results than the one v/hich he had hit upon of his own
accord. If this natural spontaneous method should be one which
had grown up by the gradual elimination of the factors v/hich did
not aid and a growing predominance of those v/hich aided most, then
it would be advantageous for him to knov; it and be confirmed in
his use of it. But if it should prove to have been chosen accident-
ally, to have been strengthened merely by use and habit and to
prove clumsy, expending more energy than v;as justified by the re-

suits, then a better method should be discovered and provided for
him.
II CORRELATED LITERATUliE.
A. Visual and auditory Presentation of Words and nonsense
$ij'llables compared.
Th® ground has been covered satisfactorily with regard to
this point and the results have been of such uniformitj^ as to jus-
tify certain general conclusions. McDougal.l^ Recognition and Re-
call^fJournal of Philosophy, Psychology, and Scientific Methods^
19o4, Vol. I, pp. 229-233), Whitehead ,('!A. Study of Visual and Aural
Memory Processes|Psychological Review 1896, Vol. 3, pp. 258-267)
and Calkins, A Study of Iinriiediate and Delayed Recall of the Con-
crete and the Verbal'^tPsychological Review) have used adult sub-
jects in their experiments and in all cases in v/hich the syllables
were presented successively, visually and auditorily at the same
rate, the visual presentation gave the more satisfactory results.
All these observers used nonsense sylla^sles and no effort was made
to compare nonsense with meaningfull material, Hawkins used both
school children and adults as subjects.^Experiments on Memory
Types ^fPsych. Rev., Vol. 4, pp. 285-294). He presented visual and
auditory words successively at the same rate to his subjects and
he discovered that the auditory presentation was better for child-
ren while the visual presentation gave the most satisfactory re-
I
suits in the case of the adults. Kirkpatrick(^An Exi^erimental Study
of MemoryyfPsy. Rev.^ 1894, Vol. I, pp. 6o2-6o9) has used both
school children and adults but has not made any direct comparison
between the two. He used groups of ten v/ords presented successive-
ly and his number recalled per group is 6.85 for auditory, and
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6.92 for visual presentation. .It is possible that the advantage of
the visual for the adults counteracted the advantage of the audi-
tory for the children. The most careful work along this line has
been done by pohlmann (Experimentelle Beitrflge ^ur Lehre von
Gedacht(2^s) .His subjects were school children from nine to four-
teen and he used both words and nonsense syllable as material. He
agrees with Hawkins in saying that the auditory presentation is
more satisfactory for children when familiar v;ords are used, but,
on the other hand, the visual is better for unfamiliar material.
Both experimenters lay this in part to the predominence of audi-
tory imagery in the v/orld of the child v/ho can talk but to whom
writing means nothing, whereas the adult uses visual symbols much
more than auditory j and in part, to the present school methods.
Pohlmann also notes that in auditors'- presentation it is possible
to substitute visual imagers'- for the material; the heard word or
syllable may be at once visualized and the visual images instead
of the sounds fixed in memory. But it is easier to visualize a
familiar word than it is to visualize the letter for the unfamil-
iar sound of a syllable, the latter being a relatively slow and
uncertain process. Hence, the advantage of the visual presenta-
tion when unfamiliar material is used. This last point is a strong
factor in the presentation of a word the spelling of which must be
learned. It must of necessity be an unfamiliar word and it will
take less time to revisualize an unfamiliar word when it has been
seen than to construct it visually when it has been heard. Another
potent factor in this problem of presenting a word to be spelled
is the fact that the essential thing to be done is to get the let-
ters of a word rightly grouped as will be seen in the results be-
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low. Any auditory presentation must "be successive and the subject
must do the grouping for himself whereas in a visual presentation
it is done for him. This grouping is not of such supreme impor-
tance nor aid in the case of learning lists of words and syllables
B, Influence of accompanying Motor Processes.
In learning words or syllables, the average person has a ten-
dency to make use of vocalization and perhaps also of incipient
writing movements.
The influence of vocalization as an aid to memory has been
widely recognized although there is doubt whether it is to be con-
sidered merely an aid or a necessary element. Smith C6n Muscular
Memory
I
American Journal of Psychology
,
1896, p. 458) has experi-
mented on five trained laboratory subjects. She has used pictures
of the deaf mute alphabet in series of five and ten and presented
them simultaneously. Part of them were simply shown to the subject
for twenty seconds. During the presentation of the other half the
subject was allowed to form the letters at the same time. The re-
sults were always in favor of the latter series, in another series
of experiments, using nonsense syllables as material, Miss Smith
has allowed her subjects to vocalize for half the groups and has
eliminated the vocalization in the other half by making them count
mechanically. Again the results are strongly in favor of the vocal
ization. In all cases, however, the motor process seems to be a
material aid rather than a necessary element. Secor ( "a Study in
Mental Imagery Am. Jour, of Psy., Vol. "It, pp. 225-236) puts
great dependence on direct observation in determining the influ-
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ence of motor processes especially the articulation and believes
he can determine larynx movements as readily in this way as "by any
instrument. He also believes it is possible to read without any
articulation or audition. The experiments of Curtis ('Automatic
1/
Movement of the Larynx, Am, Jour, of Psy, , Vol.
^
pp. 237-239)
seem to give results contrary to this since he was able to record
larynx movements when the subject was endeavoring to suppress them
and was totally unconscious that they had taken place. This would
seen to indicate that the process of vocalization was an integral
part of the process of mental activity.
C. Pedagogical Discussions on Methods in Orthography.
In the process known as "learning to spell" there are very
many factors which may enter to a greater or less degree. Suppose
a person to be presented with a long and difficult, unfamiliar
word which he must learn how to spell. There are several v/ays in
v;hich he may go about it. He may have the printed or written word
placed before him and merely look at it for a certain length of
time until he has such a clear mental picture of it that he can
read off the spelling from this visual image. Or, at the same time
that he is looking at the word he may pronounce it and spell it to
himself or aloud; or write it out, or both. On the other hand he
may not actually see the word at all but nscy have some one spell
it out loud to him. He may only listen v;hile this is done, or he
may follow the spelling himself by vocalizing each letter as it is
heard and he may also write it out as he hears it. There is yet
another way in which he may proceed. He may recognize in the v/ord
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certain roots and prefixes and suffixes and "by applying certain
rules which he knows he may reduce the word to such a scheme that
he can at any time construct it correctly according to these rules.
In all of these cases he may make use of an immediate recall of the
word after it has "been presented to him or he may not. The applica-
tion of rule presupposes a wide knov/ledge of the language and its
science to be of much avail. Hence it is the least commonly used
and of little practical value to the b%inner. Of the other factors
we find the auditor^'- imagery the most rare. Pure auditory imagery
seldom occurs and when it does it appears only as an aid and not as
a primary element of the process. Writing movem.ents are alv/ays found
to be of great help probably because in attempting to write out the
word the suhject discovers exactly what he does not know and must
attend to, rather than from any value attached to the movement it-
self. Of the visual and vocal it is difficult to determine the rela-
tive prominence and value. We find visual imagery constantly recur-
ring and it seems impossible to satisfactorily rule out all vocali-
zation. Where one fails the other is intensified in support of the
memory and they seem to depend largely on each other. The predomi-
nance of one or the other seems to be largely a matter of individual
type. Of all these factors that of immediate^recall seems to be the
most universally important. It has come to be so strong a habit with
the average man that it might almost be termed inst^-ctive, to im-
mediately go over anything in his mind after he has perceived it if
he wishes to remember it. Further discussion of the importance of
this factor will be given below. Lay ("Mhrer durch den Rechtschreib-
Unterricht"- Wiesladen »99) has reviewed the methods of spelling
used by various teachers at different tiroes a.nd the theories dif-
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ferent men have formulated with regard to them. The historj'- of lan-
guage itself has changed the prominence of the visual, vocal, and
auditory processes and their relation. Before v;e had the written
language there was greater prominence of the auditory. With the
entrance of the custom of v;riting and particularly with the inven-
tion of printing the visual has gained greatly in predominence
.
Methods of teaching therefore have heen different in these differ-
ent stages. ¥e find the Greeks and Romans learning to read and write
simultaneously and so did the Germans until the invention of print-
ing. Later the spelling method of reading was used and we find
still great stress laid on the vocal. This was the period when em-
phasi^as put on the practice in accurate vocalizing. The first
theory assumes that there is a closer relation between the heard and
spoken word than between the seen and spoken word. (Oliver Friedrich:
"Lesehuch uber die in jeder Sprache am-v^ndbare Kunst, recht Sprechen
Lesen und Schreiben zujfehren."- lBo4) (Grassman; ' Awleitung fur Volks
schullehrer zum ersten Unterricht un Lesen Rechtschreiben^perlin,
1816). This is true not only because v;e alvrays talk more than we m%
write but especially true for children because in general children
have a stronger motor tendency than adults. The second theory admits
that the first language learned is the spoken, but assumes that the
visual is in general more prominent than the auditory and notes too
that words are not phonetic. Hence the theorjy-^ that learning to spell
should proceed through the auditory and vocal to the visual,
(Bokmann ; "Der orthographtsche Unterricht in seiner einfachsten
Gestalt- 2^/(iwflage, Berlin^ 1865) Another theory combines the audi-
tory and visual laying stress on the auditory as the method for
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phonetic words and on the visuaa as the method for unphonetic
words. A third entirely different mode of procedure lays stress on
neither auditory or visual, but points out that learning correct
spelling 4^ is a matter of acquiring a knov/ledge of derivation and
roots of words. Thisemploys the method of rules and derivations.
In orthography one must teach the history of the language. One
must arrange the words in family groups and teach rules of spell-
ing. Lay himself puts the burden of the emphasis on motor processes-
He considers the vocalization and writing of the utmost importance^
He thinks that the motor process is a very efficient and powerful
means of recall, and in order to get the best results he would
have the subject vocalize and copy the words he wishes to learn to
spell.
The great objection to each and all these theories is that
they do not fit individual types. Any one of them might be the
best method possible for one person v/hile it might be the v/orst
method possible for another person. No method, however general or
well founded on theor^^ it may be, can be universally accepted as
long as it lays stress on any one type of mental imagery.
D - EXPERIkf&'NTS U] ORTHOGRAPHY.
Lay ( Piihrer durch den Rechtschreib-Unterricht
,
already re-
ferred to) used as subjects pupils of the "Volks^chule'^ ^ ^-six
y e^ fi^^^o^ '^'e'^^arfd "seminar" pupils about sixteen years of age. As
material he used groups of five nonsense v/ords and the number of
repetitions for a group was the same in all cases. These v/ords
v;ere presented in different ways v/ith the object of determining
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the relative influence of the auditory, visual, vocal, and v/riting
processes. In the auditory presentation the words only, not the
letters, v;ere read to the pupils.. His results given in terms of
the average number of errors per pupil per group of words v/ere
as follows-
Heard
,
v/ithout vocalizing 3.04
Heard
,
pronouncing v/ords in a whisper 2.69
Heard
,
pronouncing v/ords aloud 2.25
Seen
,
without vocalizing 1.22
Seen, pronouncing words in a v/hisper l.o2
Seen, pronouncing words aloud 0.95
Seen, pronouncing letters aloud 1.02
Seen, copied without direction
as to vocalization o.54
PrCBi a series of experiments tried later he concludes that
the advantage in copying does not lie in the longer time it takes
to present the group of words.
After a discussion of such observations as those of Srticker,
Dodge, Charc?iot and others, and also a discussion of verbal ideas,
the motor speech ideas of children and the types and factors in
orthography he arrives at the conclusions quoted above, concerning
the relative influence of the motor processes.
Itschner's experiment (Lay's Rechtsciireibe-Reform, ^ahrbuch, d
Verein f. wis. PSd. , Vol. 32, 19oo) differs from Lay's in that he
kept the presentation time constant and varied the number of the
repetitions. He also used nonsense words and children in the
fourth and sixth grades as subjects. His results are as follows-
Heard, without vocalizing 2.93
Heard, pronouncing words in a whisper 3,39
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Heard, pronouncing war ds aloud 2.61
Seeing, without vocalizing 1.4o
Seeing, pronouncing words in a viriiisper 1.7o
Seeing, pronouncing words aloud 1.47
Seeing, pronouncing the letters 2.1o
Seeing, copying the words 1.62
Itschner disagrees with Lay as regards the favorable influ-
ence of v/riting and does not attribute the smaller number of er-
rors for this method of presentation to the motor process, but to
the fact that whereas, in merely looking at the word the subject
has the feeling that it is learned and has no chance to test this
certainty, when he tries to v;rite the word he has a chance to find
out where he is weak and can correct himself-fr
The following are the results of an experiment performed by
!H\ichs and Haggenmueller
,
C'Studien und Versuche fiber die Erlexunlfefiffe
der orthographie . " Schiller»s Sammlung von Abh'dl. aus dem Grebiete
der>^a,d. Psyjtfiii. II Bd. 4 Heft) who used school children nine
years old, as subjects. Unfamiliar German and Latin words were used.
They were presented in eleven ways- with the following results:
Germa,n Latin,
Heard
,
v/ithout vocalizing 1.87 1.64
Heard
,
pronouncing words in a whisper 1.80 2.00
Heard
,
pronouncing words aloud 1,23 1.67
Heard
,
writing the words in the air ,8o 1.52
Seen, without vocalizing 0,79 .90
Seen, pronouncing words in a whisper 0,63 0.84
Seen
,
pronouncing words aloud ^.58 0.94
Seen, writing the words in the air 0.34 .98
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Seen, pronouncing tlie letters 0.35 0.82
Seen, copying tiit T/ords and
pronouncing tnem in a wnisper 0.29 0.43
Seen, copying the words and
pronouncing tiiem aloud. 0.29 0.47
These results agree with Lay's in the advantage of copying.
The number of repetitions in these were kept constant, "but he says
nothing of the time taken in presenting the groups in the differ-
ent ways.
There are a few points of criticism to he brought out in con-
nection with the method used in these experiments. In the first
place in presenting the auditory material the words v/ere pronoun-
ced instead of spelled out. This leaves the subject to guess at
the exact spelling and the results cannot be reasonably compared
with those of the visual series where the subject sees the word
and gets the exact spelling letter by letter. In the experiments
concerning the effect of the vocal the experimenters have determin-
ed that vocalization has some effect but they have not discrimi-
nated between letter and syllable pronunciation. In connection
with this too the time element has been ignored. It will take
longer to spell a word thru than merely to pronounce it over but
no allowance has been made for this^
Our method of procedure in investigating this problem dif-
fered from others in two marked respects. In the first place where
others have used many subjects we have used few. There is always
the objection to using few subjects that the results obtained are
III METHOD 11^ PRESENT STUDY.
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not general and raa3'' have "been strongly influenced loy peculiar in-
dividual differences. But, as has been said before, v/e have not
aimed at typical quantitative results that would hold true of all
persons^ but at a detailed analysis of a process. The care and
thoroughness with which this must be conducted makes it impossible
to use a large number of subjects. The second point in which we
differ widely from other investigators, and for the same reason,
is that we have used direct observation as well as objective re-
sults as a method of analysis. It is evident to the most casual
observer that it is impossible to make any complete analysis of a
mental process without the aid of introspection. It is by this
means that individual differences are brought out and the predomi-
nance of certain factors determined. For instance, it may take a
person a Yery long time to learn a series of words presented oral-
ly. This may be due to one of many things. The subject may be un-
able to fix his attention on sounds. He may rely entirely on an
auditory imagery which is weak and slow to be formed completely.
Or he may change everything he hears into visual imagery which
would take longer. In any one of these cases the objective results
would remain the same and we can only discover the truth by means
of introspection. In another case conclusions drav/n from objective
results might be entirely changed when light, as to some individ-
ual difference or peculiarity, is thrown on the result by intro-
spection.
The apparatus used for presenting the words visually, one
letter at a time, was the kymograph drum, on which was a sheet of
typewritten words so arranged that as the drum revolved a letter
appeared before a small hole in a screen at the rate of two a
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second, with a two second space "between successive words. The sub-
ject looked at the letters through two holes in another screen,
shutting out from his field of vision all hut a part of the screen
through which he saw the letters. For the auditory presentation^
a
letter at a time^ a metronome v/as used, inaudible to the subject,
to mark the time, a.nd the same rate of speed v;as kept as in the
case of the visual presentation. When a word at a time v/as presen-
ted visually a "fall apparatus" was used, consisting essentially
of a drop-board running vertically between tv/o uprights. This
drop-board carried the sheet of typewritten words, arranged in ver-
tical columns of ten per column. The apparatus exposed one word at
a time through a small opening in its screen. With an accessory
apparatus that was regulated by a metronome and electrical connec-
tions the fall apparatus could be made to expose a word for any
desired length of time, and also leave any desired interval before
exposing the next vmrd. The subject looked at the word thus expos-
ed through a large camera like box v/ith a ground glass screen in
the farther end on which the word v/as projected through a lens.
This^nabled one to regulate the size of the letters and the dis-
tance at which they were seen, independently.
The four subjects taking part in the experiment were labora-
tory trained observers. One hundred and thirty-eight groups of
words of ten words each were used as material. Sixty-nine of these
groups were unfamiliar foreign ;vords. The other sixty-nine groups
were unfamiliar and difficult English words. With these, four dif-
ferent series of experiments were undertaken, each designed to
determine a given point. Comparison of results from tv70 of the
series determined a fifth point, called the the fourth series be-
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low, although no separate experiments were made in this case,
(1) Groups le - lOg v/ere presented on the kymograph. Groups 11q -
2o v/ere read aloud to the subject at the rate of two letters a
second with a pause of two seconds hetv/een each word. (2) In
groups 31^ - 48^ and 31^ - 48-^ we controlled the vocal process and
attempted to determine its influence and other value. All of these
were presented visually and successively on the fall- apparatus and
each word was exposed seven seconds v/ith an interval of one second
before exposure of the next word. The learning process was varied.
For six groups the subject v/as allowed to pronounce the syllable
to himself but not the letters. For six others he v/as allowed to
pronounce the letters to himself but not the syllables, and for
six he endeavored to rule out vocali;iation as much as possible.
(3) Groups 49g - 69^ and 42^ - 69^ were presented visually and
simultaneously for four minutes, this being the total time given
to learning a group v;hen the v/ords v/ere exposed successively. Half
of them v/ere typewritten with the syllables separated and diacrit-
ical marks of pronunciation added. The other half v/ere simply
typev/ritten as usual. In this series we ascertained the influence
of
and help of the separation into syllables^ and ^ the diacritical
marks. (4) The results of series (3) for the words for v/hich no
pronunciation was indicated, and of series (5 ) give a comparison
of simultaneous presentation of all the words of a group v/ith the
successive presentation of one word at a time. (5) Groups 1^ - 3c
e e
and 1^ - 3o|, were presented visually and successively on the fall-
apparatus. The total time for the presentation of one group once
was eighty seconds and each group v/as presented three times in
quick succession. The exposure time for a word and the interval
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"before the next word was exposed were varied, (a) One third of the
series v/^^ presented with an exposure time of three seconds and
an interval of five seconds, (b) Another third were presented with
an exposure time of five seconds and an interval of three seconds.
Both these time intervals gave the subject an opportunity for im-
mediate recall after he had seen the word, (c) The effect of this
was compared with the effect in a third time relation of a seven
second exposure and a one second interval, where the subject had
practically no opportunity for an immediate recall, altho he had
more time for actual perception of the word. Not all the subjects
took all the series. Observers A and B each took series (l)' only.
Observers C and D took series (2) - (5). The full details in
this matter may be seen in the following tabular arrangement
A B C D
series
.7ord
group Series
Word
group Series
Word
group Series
Word
group.
(1) le-20e (1) le-20, (2) (2) 31^-48^
(3) 49e-S^e (3) 49^-69^
(5) le-30e (5)
In all cases after each group had been presented the allotted
number of times the words were pronounced one at a time and the
subject required to spell thera aloud and at the same time to give
as complete an analysis of his mental process as was possible from
direct observation, in the case of the last series this v/as repeat-
ed three times at intervals of four, eight and sixteen days, re-
spectively, between successive recalls. In the case of the third
series this was repeated once only, four days after the immediate
recall. I^o delayed recall v/as used in anv of the other series.
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IV A1\1ALYSIS OF RESULTS.
A General Introspective pesults.
In the introspective results individual differences come out
with, startling clearness and persistency. But there are certain
features which corae out v/ith equal clearness and v/hich v/e find to
"be general for all subjects. This is particularly true for the re-
call process. With regard to this recall process we find another
point. That is the differences in the method of learning do not
seem to affect the recall process in any v/ay. There seem to he
several types, or rather one should say stages, of the recall pro-
cess. The most usual is that in which the observer reports the
sound of the word as recognized the moment it is pronounced to him
for the recall of its spelling, and the visual imagery of the let-
ters immediately comes up in a more or less distinct and definite
form. The word is then spelled aloud, the vocalization either be-
ing a process of reading off the visual image or else accompanying
the visual image but not dependent on it. Tliis latter is determin-
ed to some extent by individual type. At another the visual image
of the word is recalled only after the v/ord is pronounced by the
subject. There seems to be a close connection between this type of
recall and that in v/hich the visual is dim at first but grows more
distinct as the subject spells the word through. Vi/herever the
visual is indistinct the vocal comes in to a more or less degree
to aid and fill in the gaps, ^/herever the vocal fails to furnish
reliable recognition of correctness the visual comes in to help.
In every case there is an interdependence betv/een the two. Indi-
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vidual type determines which of the two is depended on more. An
extreme visual type says "until the visual appears the spelling
cannot be begun" altho this same observer notes that the visual
often grows clearer as the v/ord is spelled. In cases v;here there
is no recognition whatever of the word as it is pronounced the pro-
cess is one of more or less phonetic construction. Here again the
type determines whether the construction shall be mainly vocal or
visual. If by chance the subject hits on the correct construction
it is usually recognized. There is one striking variation to the
usual course of procedure in recall. Sometimes the sound of the
word when heard would not be recognized but the visual mrould flash
up before the observer and be recognised, and from this visual a
recognition of the sound would follov/. This may be due to one or
both of two factors. The position of the word in the series may
have been so well impressed that the visual flashes up in its prop-
er order even if the recognition of the sound is for the moment
gone. Or it may point to a complete correlation betv/een the sense
departments v/ith regard to that certain v/ord as the final stage in
the learning process. In view of the fact that the word thus recal-
led was invariably spelled correctly the latter seems more reason-
able. As we have said before the recall process shows a very close
interdependence between vocal and visual but to understand the
extent and significance of that dependence we must investigate
where it is formed i in the learning process.
B. Objective Results.
(1) Comparison of visual and auditory presentation.
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The direct observations invariably state that the process of
grouping the letters into syllables is necessary for the retention
of the word and is a much longer process with the auditory presen-
tation than with the visual. During the visual presentation the
letters can be held in groups by means of syllable pronunciation
as the word is being presented, but in the case of auditory pre-
sentation the letters must first be visualised and then grouped.
If the attempt is made at syllable grouping without visualisation
the subject is lost. If the subject merely pronounces the letters
as they are heard he has no means of getting them fixed in their
relations to one another. On the other hand v/e find the vocaliza-
tion entering as a necessary element in the grouping of the words
presented visually.
Table for series I
Subject Auditorj^ Visual
A 21 errors per group 19 errors per group.
B 16 errors per group 12 errors per group.
average 18 errors per group 15 errors per group
This difference in the average number of errors per group in favor
of the visual presentation is undoubtedly considerably smaller
than it would have been had more time been given to the learning
in both cases. A group v/as presented three times in immediate suc-
cession in order to give a total time for learning approximately
the same as in the other series. But in the immediate recall the
observers did not recognize the majority of the v/ords as they v;ere
pronounced to them for spelling. The results for the tv/o methods
of presentation were therefore largely reduced to a common level
and their difference decreased because of the low degree of memo-
rv inrinned in each case. But the visual series is by direct obser-
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ration as v/ell as by objective results the more satisfacotry. The
subject finds it absolutely necessary to visuali;^e the letters as
they are heard. This is a longer process than that of pronouncing
the letters as they are seen, hence we find more errors in the
series in which it is necessary for the subject to construct his
visual image for himself rather than in that in which the visual
picture is presented to him. We have found then that the fundamen-
tal factor v/hich ire must introduce into our learning process is
the visual image. But v/e have also found that the vocal must enter
as a necessary element and in the next series we endeavored to so
control it as to determine exactly its value and the proportion in
which it is most useful.
(2) Control of the Vocal Process.
In this series v/e find one, the series in which the subject
was allowed to pronounce the syllables only, that appeals to the
observer as the most natural. Tt is the way in which he would pro-
ceed of his own accord and the easiest and most satisfactory from
the point of view of direct observation.
Table for series II
Subject C D
syllables only pronounced 4.3 errors per group 8 errors per group
no pronunciation 5.7 " 13.6 " " "
letters only pronounced 14.7 " " " 7.6 " "
In this series there is an example of the effect of individual
type. "For C who is of strong visual type the slight vocalization
in syllable pronunciation is an aid but the pronunciation of the
letters proves a powerful distraction. D, of mixed type, shows by
the objective result that there is little difference for him be-
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tween tlie syllabls and the letter pronunciation; "but the effort to
rule out the vocal is the powerful distraction in his case while
this does not distract so much in the case of C.
Since syllable pronunciation is so favorable a factor we have
attempted to discover if it would be still more an aid if, in vis-
ual presentation, the v/ords were divided into syllables and the
diacritical marks of pronunciation added.
(3) Comparison of Words with Pronunciation indicated with
Words with no Pronunciation indicated.
Again in this series we find individual type entering as a
factor. The visual tj'-pe C finds the breaking up of the word and
the pronunciation marks an unsurmoun table distraction. As the word
is to be remembered through the visual image it is imperative that
the image be as simple and unencumbered as possible. It was neces-
sary to put the word together again and eliminate the pronunciation
marks, in short to construct an entirely new image. D noted the
same distraction, but the time that was saved for him in not having
to break up the word into syllables and determine the pronunciation
more than overbalanced this distraction.
Table for series III
Subject Pronunciation not indicated Pronunciation indicated.
Immediate 4 day recall Immediate 4 day recall
c 3.1 16.8 4,0 18.6
D 4.1 21.9 1.8 14.0
The indication of the pronunciation for the strong visual type was
distraction. This distraction was more than balanced by the help
the pronunciation indications were to the mixed type, since it
saved him the time necessary to determine the pronunciation and
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and break up the word. This closes the determination of the rela-
tive value and influence of the auditory, visual, and vocal pro-
cesses in learning and in recalling.
(4) Comparison of Simultaneous and Successive Exposure.
The observation of the subjects in regard to this matter was
that there was sm opportunity in the simultaneous exposure to dis-
cover what words were harder and to linger on themj there was a
chance for trial recall on the other hand, and the possibility to
return again to the word or syllable that had not yet been learned.
Easy words were dismissed from the attention as learned before
they really were so as to be permanently remembered. Hence a hard
syllable in a word might be learned thoroughly at the expense of
several easy words only partly learned. On the other hand, in suc-
cessive exposure the easy words were learned thoroughly and the
few hard words were learned as v;ell as possible. There was also a
noticeable difference in the ease with which the attention v/as kept
on the series. The appearance of each in the successive exposure
being a spur to the attention whereas it wais apt to v/ander when
the whole series was presented.
Table for series IV, on the comparison of successive and
simultaneous exposure.
Successive exposure
1
Simultaneous exposure
^
Immediate recall 4 days recall Immediate recall 4 days recalll
C 4.5 17.6 3.6
D 6.0 11 2.9 18.0 1
Av 5.3 14.3 3.3 17.9
1
In the immediate recall there are less errors for the simul-
taneous exposure. The easy words are learned just to the point at
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which they may "be retained for a short time and the different words
are learned better than in the successive exposure. But in the re-
call after a four days interval the successive exposure has the ad-
vantage, for all the easy words easily learned are as quickly for-
gotten in the simultaneous exposure, whereas these are the v/ords
that are remembered after four days in the case of successive ex-
sposure. Simultaneous exposure is "better for immediate results
but for lasting results successive exposure has the advantage.
Prom the influence of what was called trial recall above,
with the return of the word or syllable a second time v/hen it is
found that it has not yet been learned, must be distinguished the
influence of such recall in itself when the opportunity is not
given to return to the unlearned word. In the simultaneous expos-
ure a recall instantly after the partial or complete learning of a
word was left to the choice of the observer. In the successive
exposure of the present series no recall at all was allowed until
the word was pronounced to the observer for spelling. We have at-
tempted to determine more exactly the significance of this factor
of immediate recall in the fifth and last series.
(5) Value of Immediate Recall.
The learning process is considerably different v/hen there is
opportunity for immediate recall from v/hat it is when there is not.
"When the subject recalls at once the word seen he discovers imme-
diately what he knows and what he doesn't know. His process from
then on is one of correcting and filling in, until all the v/ord is
uniformly impressed on his mind. V/hen he has no chance to recall
all his energies are given to the impressing of the word on his
mind as it is perceived. Naturally his attention will be given more
or less equally to the easy and the difficult syllables and the
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word will not be uniformly learned.
Tal)le for series V
SuTaject c D
Interval 3-5 5-3 7-1 5 3 7 -> 1
Immediate
recall
3.4 4.7 5.4 4.8 5.0 6.1
4 days
recall
19.0 25.0 14.1 13.0 17.4
R days
recall
14.9 18.4 18.9 10.5 lo ,1 11.4
16 days
recall
15.4 I'M 16.2 10.6 9.6 11.5
(Series 5 v;as th.e first series taken in the experiment, and
D was the first olDserver. It was soon discovered that there was
considerahle general practice effect v/ith the progress of the v/ork,
tut too late to arrange the order of presentation of the different
relative exposure time and time for immediate recall so that this
practice effect would be equally distributed over all. The figures
in the table for D^s results are therefore computed figures, com-
puted so as to eliminate this unequal practice effect. In all other
cases the order of giving the different groups v;as arranged so as
to avoid this difficulty.)
The 7-1 relation, in which there was absence of recall, is
decidedly the least favorable one . There is little difference be-
tween the 3-5 and the 5-3 relations, the result being only slightlj;-
in favor of the former. An immediate recall is of the utmost im-
portance to efficient memory. We are well aware that the explana-
tion offered in the statement of the direct results above is only
a partial one. The necessity for immediate recall is shown in every
instance of memorising, no matter what the material may be. It is
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a universal tendency and like most of the truths of which v/e are
most thoroughly convin^d it is one for which no adequate explana-
tion has yet "been given altho we see it illustrated in ourselves
and other people every day. our mind consists of ideas acting and
reacting on one another and it may be that an idea cannot "become
a part of our mind until it has had a chance to act on and react
to some other idea. Whatever the explanation, it is to our advan-
tage to recognise the truth and use it to the best of our ability.
It will be noted that the results for the eight day and sixteen
day recall are more favorable than those for the four day. It is
probable that this is due to the repeated recall. Each time that
the material is recalled v/hat is remembered is impressed more firm-
ly on the mind and a little more suggested each time.
V CONCLUSIO]^ AND SUIMARY.
In brief, then, our results can be reduced to five main points.
Visual presentation is more favorable for this kind of material
than auditory. This islargely because the auditory material must
be visualised as it is heard and consequently necessitates a longer
process than is required to learn the visual material.
Vocalization enters into the learning process rather more
than into the recall process, and the most favorable means of em-
ploying it is in the pronunciation of syllables. The attempt to
pronounce the letters is too distracting for the visual type and
the attempt to inhibit it altogether is too distracting for the
mixed vocal- auditory and visual type to produce good results.
Syllable pronunciation on the other hand is an aid in both cases.
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The indication of pronunciation and also the spacing of the
word presented into Byllables is an aid to learning. However to a
strongly visual type the distraction caused by the increased vis-
ual material will overbalance the aid received in vocalizing.
Simultaneous exposure is more favorable for immediate recall
than successive exposure but the results for delayed recall were
better for the succeessive exposure than those for the simultaneous.
There was no trial or immediate recall for each word in the succes-
sive exposure as there was in the simultaneous exposure, and this
is probably in part responsible for the results. The fact that
the attention is easier held by the successive exposure is probably
also a factor in this.
It is a great advantage if during the learning process the
subject is allowed to recall each word immediately after it has
been presented to him. The results are better both for the imme-
diate recall and the delayed recalls when this is done than they
are when the subject is given no time between each word for a rapid
"trying on" of its spellings In fact from the results obtained in
all the series the factor of immediate recall is the most impor-
tant one in the learning process,
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IApparatus for Successive Exposure.
I
A. Large camera, with eliptical opening and eye shade at M.
for ohserver, and lens at A2.
B. Pall apparatus, El, Irop-"board running vertically between
the upright, B2 Elect ro-isagnet , whose attaclied levers allow
the crop-lDoard to fall the distance between two of the pegs
with each make and hreak of the circuit.
C. Contact apparatus, CI, Electro-magnet, whof^e attached lever
and ratchet wheel (the latter is behind C2) turns metal con-
tact disc (Ca) one notch with eaxh beat of the metromome,
E. C2, Contact disc giving three secondb exposure of a word
with five seconds interval following, or the reverse. Itsfour teeth complete the circuit with contact point C3, as
the disc turns,
D. Reostat for metronome circuit.
Key for simultaneously making and b reaking the two in'lepend-
ent circuits, in one of which are E, r, and CI, in the other
C2-3, and B2. i » ,
/


